Smoking Kids

Smoking Kids is the title of Frieke
Janssens
somewhat
controversial
photographic project. Fifteen children aged
between four and nine pose in a startling
adult way in front of the camera, each
smoking a cigarette, cigar or pipe.

Smoking is banned within 10 metres of childrens public playgrounds. Smoking is also banned in any public transport
or taxi shelter, and in allThe health risks of smoking are well known, but kids and teens continue to smoke and use
chewing tobacco. Many young people pick up these habits every year In 2011, a 2-year-old caught the worlds attention
for his smoking habit. Today, he is cured of his addiction, but millions of children have takenAdolescent patients at The
Childrens Hospital at Westmead created this 40 second animation, using clay, pipe cleaners and other materials to
spread the wordEveryone says smoking is bad for you. Why? Find out in this article for kids.Frieke Janssens was
shocked when she saw a video of a chain-smoking two-year-old in Indonesia. This in turn inspired her to create the
Smoking Kids photo.New ways to smoke, new stuff to smoke, and evolving legal guidelines make it tougher to teach
kids to just say no. By Caroline Knorr 5/31/2018. Topics: Alcohol Children and cigarette smoking are a bad
combination. Statistics show that 90% of adult smokers started smoking as children. Each day in theTwo years ago,
Belgian photographer Frieke Janssens tumbled upon a video posted on YouTube of a chubby Indonesian two year old
smoking one cigaretteEvery day, about 3000 U.S. teenagers start smoking. If youre a parent of a young smoker, you can
take steps to help the child quit. But first, it helps to - 13 min - Uploaded by ABC NewsDan Harris reports on a country
in the throes of an uncontrolled tobacco habit.Smoking is the single most preventable cause of death in Ireland causing
heart disease, cancers and strokes. You can help your children not to start smoking.A YouTube video of a chainsmoking
Indonesian toddler inspired me to create this series, Smoking Kids. The video highlighted the cultural differences
between - 3 min - Uploaded by Ogilvy2012 Cannes Award: Bronze Title: Smoking Kid Client: Thai Health Promotion
Foundation A disturbing YouTube video of a tubby Indonesian toddler with a 40-a-day habit unsurprisingly, he was
taken in hand by child protection
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